Collection
Reference

Klepcys
539.001.A

Limited series
Description

33 watches
Selfwinding movement with unusual indication of time on a mobile shaft.
Functions: retrograde hours, day/night indicator, retrograde large dates
with the tens on a three-dimensional rotating part, spherical moon with a
mobile cover to indicate the moonphases.

Materials

5N gold

Movement
Movement
Winding rotor

Selfwinding CYR598, 4 Hz, 28,800 v/h
Personalised decoration
Oil-free ceramic ball bearings

Power reserve
Jewels

> 40 h
37

Time indications

Three-dimensional retrograde indications
Hours, minutes and seconds displayed on a mobile axis with day/night
indication.
Height of the retrograde hours hand precisely governed with ruby bearings.

Functions

Patent pending
Dates

Large dates, tens on three-dimensional pivoting components
Height of the retrograde hours hand precisely governed with ruby bearings.
Patent pending

Moonphases

Spherical moon in 5N gold.
Mobile cover represents the moonphases
CYRUS logo appears when the moon is completely hidden

Case
Case

Bezel in brushed 5N gold
Case in polished 5N gold
Lugs in brushed 5N gold
Lug flanks in polished 5N gold

Diameter

48mm including crowns

Crowns

5N gold
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Crown at 3 o’clock to set the date - with Cyrus logo on the outside
Crown at 9 o’clock to set the time “ keep the secret ” - with Cyrus logo on
the outside – a lateral movement reveals the limited series number.
Sapphire crystal
Caseback

Anti-reflection treatment
Stater medallion, diameter 18mm in 5N gold
Reproduction of the 2,500-year-old original.
The original stater coin is owned by CYRUS

Finishes

CYRUS screw fittings

Dial

Black dial
“Trilogy” design by the CYRUS design studio

Strap
Replacement strap

Crocodile, hand stitched, black, matching tone thread
Crocodile, hand stitched, black, matching tone thread

Clasp

Folding clasp in brushed 5N gold
Design inspired by the shape of the case

Dial

Strap

CYRUS logo on the cover
Number of components

456

Box

Developed by the CYRUS design studio
Contents: moonphase corrector, replacement black crocodile strap and
warranty card

Swiss Made
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